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Mike Calway-Fagen: In full sight
Opening Reception: Saturday, July 13th, 2013
Threesquared is excited to
present new works by Mike
Calway-Fagen. The exhibition
incorporates sculpture,
photography, and a selected
group of collages from his
series, In full sight, which
consists of over 200 works on
Bristol board.
Mike Calway-Fagen hails from
Nashville, Tennessee and
received a BFA from the
University of Tennessee in
Knoxville and an MFA from the
University of California in San
Diego. He was most recently a
Fellow at the Fine Arts Work
Center in
Provincetown, MA. He has also
attended
the
Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture, residencies at Sculpture Space in Utica, NY and the Bemis Center for
Contemporary Art in Omaha, NE among others. He has received awards from the Joan Mitchell
Foundation, The Hamiltonian Fellowship, and the state of Tennessee. His work has been reviewed in
publications including Art Papers and World Sculpture Magazine. He also curates and has put together
exhibitions in Miami, FL, San Diego, CA, Nashville, TN, and Athens, GA. Mike has exhibited in solo and
group shows at museums, galleries, and project spaces here in the states and abroad and is represented
by Gazelli Art in London, UK and Schoolhouse Gallery in Provincetown, MA. In the Fall of 2013 Mike will
begin a Visiting Professorship at Indiana University in Bloomington.

ABOUT THE GALLERY
Located in the historic Chestnut Square Building, threesquared is a contemporary art space dedicated
to showcasing work that exemplifies conceptual and aesthetic expertise. We aim to create a forum for
discussion and foster a greater sense of artistic community in Nashville. threesquared was founded by
Dane Carder, whose studio space currently houses the gallery. Sara Estes is the curator. Aside from
opening parties, the gallery is open by appointment. For more information, visit
threesquaredgallery.com.

